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Pleated 20mm Skylight & Freehang
Fitting & Operating Instructions
Free Hang Blinds (Rectangular)
Top Fixing Brackets
Fix two brackets to the height of the blind drop and close to the ceiling or lintel,
using holes drilled at least 25mm (1”) from the wall or window frame and at least
70mm (2 ¾”) from each end of the blind. Any remaining brackets should be fixed
equidistantly between these first
two brackets.
Face or Side Fixing Brackets
Face fix the brackets to the wall or window frame as closely as possible to the
ceiling or lintel with the same spacing as recommended for top fixing brackets.
or
Side fix one bracket to the wall either side of the blind. Any remaining top fix
brackets should be fixed so that the operation levers are spaced evenly between
the end brackets.
Fitting the Headrail
The blind must be fitted with the control cords at the front. Release any cords
wrapped around the rails. Angle the headrail so that the groove is at the back
slots into the back of the bracket. Push fit the rail into the front of the bracket.
Ensure that the internal track cords are clear of the brackets.

Child Safety
Cord Cleat
Remove the cords from the packaging.
Postion the cleat as close to the headrail as possible and in all cases a minimum
of 1500mm from the floor.

Mark the position of the holes on the cleat

Drill and plug if necessary and attach the cleat to the wall.

Wrap the cords around the cleat in a figure of eight.

Operating your Free Hang Blinds
To lower the blind hold the control cord in a vertical position and pull it
downwards slightly to release the cord locking mechanism. Keeping hold of the
cord allow the blind to drop or unfurl slowly to the desired position. Pull the cord
to the front of the blind to lock the mechanism.

Skylight Blinds (Rectangular)
N.B.The blind will be held together with elastic bands. These must not be moved
until you have read these instructions.
Fitting the Brackets
Fit the brackets to the top and bottom of the window opening following the
instructions for the free hang blinds. Brackets should be fixed level with the
positions from which the blind measurements were taken.
Fitting the Rail
Without removing the elastic bands fix the top rail to the brackets at the top of
the window. Support the lower rail and remove the two outside elastic bands.
Turn this lower rail so that the cords wrapped around it unwind. Maintain
sufficient tension to ensure that the cords do not slip off the end of the rail and
become entangled. When the cords are fully unwrapped remove any packing
material from the lower rail, fit it to the locating brackets and remove the centre
elastic band.
The friction cords, which are at the outside of the blind, are connected by
an internal spring. They have been adjusted to the correct length during
manufacture. Fitting the lower rail into the brackets stretches this spring and firm
pressure must be used to locate the rail into the brackets. If, for any reason, the
friction cords are too loose or too tight they can be adjusted easily. Release the
rail at the bottom of the opening and undo the knot which joins one of the cords
to the spring. Re-tie the knot in the position which allows the middle rail to move
up and down easily and remain in any position to which it is set when the bottom
rail is replaced in its brackets.
Tensioning the Nylon Fabric Supports
The ends of the Nylon Fabric Supports project from the bottom rail of the blind.
Each one is fitted with a barrel clamp. After the blind has been fitted into the
brackets tighten each Nylon Support by undoing the screw on the clamp and
pulling the nylon until it is taut. Re-tighten the clamp screw taking care not to cut
the nylon by overtightening the screws. Push the clamp into the hole in the rail
and continue until all the Nylon Supports have been tightened.
Skylight Blinds (Triangular)

Fitting the Brackets
Assemble the apex bracket as illustrated. To fit a blind inside a frame, mount the
apex bracket as near as possible to the apex of the frame with the centre plate
parallel to the base of the opening. Fix the remaining brackets to the base of
the opening. One bracket should be fitted approximately 6” (150mm) from each
corner and any remaining brackets fitted equidistantly between these two. To fit
a blind outside of an opening the brackets must be fitted at the same levels, but
at the appropriate distance from the frame.
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Tighten the nylon guide which runs between the two tension cords following the
instructions for rectangular blinds. Now tighten the remaining nylon guide cords.
These are held in place by plastic button clamps which should be fitted to the
window frame at the top so that they are in a straight vertical line from the lower
rail, then tighten the clamps.
Operating your Skylight Blind
The twist and lock wand should be placed onto the intermediate rail handle and
turned anti-clockwise to be locked. This enables the blind to be operated to the
desired position. To release the wand, the wand must be turned clockwise.

Child Safety - BS EN 13120 Guidelines for Pleated Blinds
Pleated Blinds
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If fixing height known
All blind drop sizes, distance between floor and bottom of cord/s must be greater than 1.5 metres
when blinds are fully extended.

Cord cleat
Affix cleat/s out of childrens reach at a min of 1.5m from floor. The complete length of pull cord/s
must be accumulated when blind is fully retracted - using 2 x cord cleats if required.

NOTE TO INSTALLER: Please ensure general child safety warning tag is fitted on the product.
WARNING
Young children can be strangled by loops in pull cords, chains, tapes and inner cords that operate the product.
To avoid strangulation and entanglement, keep cords out of the reach of young children. Cords may become
wrapped around a child’s neck. Move beds, cots and furniture away from window covering cords.
Do not tie cords together. Make sure cords do not twist and create a loop.
Also find us on:
Visit the Louvolite website to view the links to all of our assembly instructional videos
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